SECTION L: LIDS

Lids as a whole are not especially common; a few elaborate forms stand out, that took skill in their making and are expressions of the suitability of the fabric for curves and cordons, but many are plain and often hand-made and not well finished. The more conical shapes are the ones that survive the conquest and become Roman lid forms, often with a long life in front of them; the curving varieties disappear.

Section L comprises:

L1 high bell-shaped lids, slightly turned-out rim.
L2 high bell-shaped lids, rim not turned out.
L3 high carinated lids.
L4 elaborate native lids with hollow knob and flanged rim.
L5 lids with grooved and cordoned vertical rim.
L6 plain conical lids, no differentiated rim.
L7 conical lids, inturned or vertical rim.
L8 conical lids, out-turned rim.
L9 very shallow out-turned conical lids.
L10 domed and flanged native lids.